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Paying Special Regard to Agriculture
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In this article, Sanem Kavrul looks at the progress made in Bahá’í-inspired agricultural social action endeavors in Africa.
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Sanem Kavrul served from 2015 to 2020 as the director of agriculture research for the Kimanya Ngeyo Foundation in Uganda, and serves as a resource person for similar
agriculture efforts in Africa.

SHARE! PRINT"

I
n the Lawḥ-i-Dunyá (Tablet of the World), Bahá’u’lláh exhorted humankind to pay special regard to agriculture, emphasizing its vital
importance to the advancement of civilization.   ‘Abdu’l-Bahá further elaborated on this theme in His writings and talks,
highlighting the role of the farmer as the “!rst active agent in human society” and stating that “the question of economics must
commence with the farmer and then be extended to the other classes.” “"e fundamental basis of the community is agriculture,

tillage of the soil,” He shared on another occasion. “All must be producers.”

Little wonder, then, that Bahá’í communities have, throughout the history of the Faith, paid “special regard to agriculture,” especially in
the arena of social action. In Sub-Saharan Africa, where approximately two-thirds of the population is engaged in farming on either a full-
or part-time basis,  the past decades have provided an especially rich opportunity for learning about the application of these teachings in
practice. "is article reviews developments in recent decades and surveys selected initiatives across the continent, with particular focus on
central Africa.
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!e rise of collective capacity for agricultural development
Bahá’í communities in Africa have historically been dedicated to the process of agricultural development. "ey have established schools
that have speci!cally o#ered technical training in agriculture, both to build capacity and to develop a love for the !eld. "ey have formed
village farmers’ groups that have worked together to enhance production and increase income. "ey have established organizations with
the aim of building the capacity of farmers in various aspects of crop and animal production as well as value addition. Some of these e#orts
have gradually gained strength while others have dissipated over time owing to limited human or other resources. Yet, the sincere desire toPrivacy  - Terms



have gradually gained strength while others have dissipated over time owing to limited human or other resources. Yet, the sincere desire to

work collectively towards agricultural development has remained a constant thread.

Picture from Ruaha Secondary School, Tanzania

Photo of students planting trees around Bambino Secondary School, Malawi

By 2010, as a result of nearly a decade and a half of systematic activity, populations in a number of countries in Africa developed greater
collective capacity to address their social and economic needs, including production. At the center of this process was a system of distance
education o#ered by Bahá’í training institutes and the strong spiritual foundations they laid in community after community.
Complementing the e#orts of institutes were several Baha’i-inspired organizations—supported by the O$ce of Social and Economic
Development—that were gaining experience o#ering training to youth and adults, assisting them to contribute more systematically to
advancing various aspects of the social and economic life of their communities.

In hundreds of localities across the continent, this rise in capacity naturally made possible a wide variety of e#orts in the area of social
action, including in agriculture. For example, conversations among teachers and parents at community schools about the nutritional needs
of children often led to the establishment of school gardens or farms. Consultations among groups of youth, learning about promoting the
overall well-being of their communities, resulted in the creation of small-scale production projects. A pattern of study, consultation,
action, and re%ection—which was by now a hallmark of Baha’i activity worldwide—increasingly came to characterize agricultural e#orts.
Such developments helped create conditions for an increasingly systematic, community-led engagement in the area of agriculture.
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Drawing insights from the experience of FUNDAEC



A number of Bahá’í-inspired organizations on the continent began to consider how to respond to the emerging capacity in the area of
agriculture in a way that would be coherent with the process of community building and spiritual transformation already underway.

"e insights generated by Fundación para la Aplicación y Enseñanza de las Ciencias (Foundation for the Application and Teaching of the
Sciences, FUNDAEC) in Colombia were particularly valuable in this regard.  Decades of experience with participatory agricultural
research carried out with farmers of the Norte del Cauca region had enabled the organization to develop educational materials that would
serve as both a record of this experience as well as tools for the generation, application, and dissemination of new knowledge speci!c to
the context of given community.  Among the educational materials, two units—“Planting Crops” and “Diversi!ed High-E$ciency
Plots”—were already included in the Preparation for Social Action (PSA) program being implemented in some countries in Africa as well
as in the training o#ered to teachers of community schools.  "e units are dedicated to building capacity to enhance food production on
small farms, encouraging participants to engage in a process of action-research with their community.

As part of the study, participants are assisted to re%ect on the signi!cance of agriculture for society and on the two sources of knowledge
essential for the farmer: modern science and the experience of the farmers of the world.  "ey explore the question of technological choice
and its implications to the well-being of a community. "ey study the basics of plant biology, soil science, hydrology, entomology, plant
pathology, and various options for water, pest, disease and weed management. "ey learn how to prepare compost and other organic
fertilizers, how to establish and maintain a seed bank, and how to determine the nutritional content of a harvest. "ey re%ect on questions
about the value of hard work and collaboration, spiritual qualities needed in working in a group, and how the land is a living thing that
needs to be cared for and protected.  Above all, students engage in continuing conversations with farmers around them to learn from their
experience and share new insights—an approach that encourages an ongoing community-level dialogue about production as well as
agricultural science and technology.

"e study of the two units among youth and adults in hundreds of localities across the continent gave rise to many initiatives and an
increasingly rich conversation at the local level about various processes related to agricultural production.  For those organizations that
were being gradually drawn into the area of agriculture, building on the learning processes initiated in the units was a natural place to
start.  "rough the encouragement of the O$ce of Social and Economic Development, a number of these agencies began to interact with
one another more regularly in order to learn from each other’s experience and to begin thinking collectively about the challenges before
them.

Agronomers representing various Bahá’í-inspired organizations in Africa studying texts on agriculture
developed by FUNDAEC in Colombia during a continental training seminar offered by the resource person for
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Bahá’í International Development Organization for agriculture program in Africa, November 2019.

Agronomers representing various Bahá’í-inspired organizations in Africa studying texts on agriculture
developed by FUNDAEC in Colombia during a continental training seminar offered by the resource person for

Bahá’í International Development Organization for agriculture program in Africa, November 2019.Building the scienti"c and technological capacities of farmers
"is emerging network of organizations envisioned a long-term process of learning in the area of agriculture. "e central aim, in addition
to helping achieve food security, would be to build the scienti!c and technological capacities of farmers—vital to any long-lasting
transformation in production processes and the village economy.  In recollecting the evolution of agriculture in their respective countries,
the organizations expressed their concerns about the sense of powerlessness felt by many farmers—especially those working on a small-
scale—against the economic, social, and environmental factors that in%uenced their production and forced them to follow systems
promoted by whichever organization would provide them with needed inputs at any given time.  "ey further noted that local knowledge
related to traditional systems of polyculture was being lost in an increasing number of communities. An e#ective program to empower the
farmers in their respective regions would need to revive this knowledge and methods while also bene!ting from the power of modern
science.

Inspired by the words of Bahá’u’lláh that all human beings have been created “to carry forward an ever-advancing civilization” , the
organizations saw the farmers as partners in a process of generating, applying, and disseminating relevant agricultural knowledge, striving
to establish approaches that would avoid the treatment of rural populations as mere consumers of technological packages developed
outside their context.  "ey were highly conscious of the fact that such a process would need to be rooted in participatory local action.
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Learning about elements of an alternative system of production
To meet its goal of building the scienti!c and technological capacities of farmers, the study of the units “Planting Crops” and “Diversi!ed
High-E$ciency Plots” by the participants needs to move beyond the theoretical; each participant or group has therefore been encouraged
by the organizations to put various of its elements into practice through the establishment of a “diversi!ed high-e$ciency (DHE) plot”. 
"is research plot is often between 500 and 2,000 square meters in size; where land is scarce, as in peri-urban settings, the participants



establish backyard gardens using readily available containers.

"e production cycle—which lasts for a minimum of six months—enhances the capacities of the participants to observe, to plan and
generate questions of learning, to make appropriate choices from among a number of alternatives after weighing costs and bene!ts, to
create and use tools to collect data and document, to analyze the results of their observations and experiments and reach conclusions, to, in
the !nal analysis, follow a dynamic process from its beginning to its end.  Further, as those engaged in this action-research converse with
farmers and involve them in their activities, such capacities, which are relevant not only to the !eld of agriculture but to all processes of
community life, begin to permeate, gradually in%uencing the way farmers in a community approach their work.

Although the design of DHE plots vary from region to region, there are fundamental criteria for all.   For instance, such plots aim at
addressing household food security. "ey need to be self-su$cient and sustainable, minimizing the use of costly inputs while at the same
time providing stable and maximal yields. "e plots must also conserve and enhance a farm’s natural resources, especially the soil. Other
criteria include e$cient use of space, even distribution of the time, resources, and energy required from the farming family over the course
of the year, and regulation of income throughout the year to prevent periods of excess and de!cit.  And perhaps most critically, the systems
and approaches need to consider the well-being of a whole community, thus encouraging collaboration rather than competition among
families.
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Glimpses from across Africa
Already, thousands on the African continent in around 15 countries have studied at least one of FUNDAEC’s agriculture units, resulting
in a large variety of initiatives to implement and promote the approaches contained in the units, as well as an expanding dialogue about
questions related to agricultural technology and production.  Most of these e#orts are at a small-scale; some have grown in size and
complexity.  In a handful of countries, organizations have been building their capacity to follow a systematic research program.

"eir impact, while still nascent, can already be discerned on a number of fronts.  Many organizations have observed, for example, a
gradual shift in attitudes among young people towards agriculture, with greater value being placed on this vital process of community life. 
Further, in a growing number of communities, the organizations are describing how members participating in their programs have been
adopting a more thoughtful approach to considering the advantages and disadvantages of various technological proposals.

In Uganda, for instance, a group of youth that was approached by a development organization promoting maize monoculture systems
requiring high use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides asked the organization’s representative numerous questions about the long term
economic and environmental implications of the system; in the end, the group decided not to adopt it and shared with their tutor that
they will no longer blindly follow the popular systems of the region. Another group reached out to village leaders and mobilized the
community to construct a borehole on a piece of land donated by a group participant, providing water to sustain their experimental plot;
group members also agreed to work on each other’s plots to ensure that all had time to study. "e organization implementing the PSA
program in the country, Kimanya-Ngeyo Foundation for Science and Education, established a large agricultural research farm, organizing
training seminars and re%ection spaces for tutors and participants to share their experiences with their plots.  "ey further guided the
program’s tutors to work with former and current participants as well as community members to establish similar research plots in each
region where the program is being implemented.



Participants of a PSA group in Uganda making organic fertilizers and pesticides for their DHE plot.

Participants of a PSA group in Uganda building a bore hole for their DHE plot.



Agronomists of Kimanya-Ngeyo Foundation working on a system that includes
plantain, a staple crop in the country.

In Zambia, Inshindo Foundation carried out a campaign to promote backyard gardens in Kabwe, and 50 households adopted the practice.
Follow-up e#orts will examine how households’ production of food impacts their income and overall wellbeing. "e agronomists of the
Foundation are in a continuous dialogue with more than 500 farmers, many of whom have studied the agriculture units of the PSA
program. "e organization has recently launched a Center for Community Agriculture, where farmers from the community can study,
consult, and experiment with di#erent systems; the Center includes a local library, a seed bank, and a simple laboratory accessible to the
community.

Meeting on agriculture with promoters of community well-being engaged in the field, farmers, community leaders and collaborators at Inshindo
Foundation’s Center for Community Agriculture near Kabwe, Zambia.



Agriculture seminar in Kabwe.

Farmers in Kabwe visiting fellow farmers in neighboring communities.

In Cameroon, several former and current participants of the PSA program o#ered by Emergence—a Baha’i-inspired agency in the
country—established an association through which they undertake collective activities, including many in agriculture. In the eastern
region, which has received a large number of refugees from Central African Republic, participants have entered into crop production and
animal husbandry with the refugees to assist them in addressing their dietary and !nancial needs.

In the Central African Republic and Malawi, the plots established around Bahá’í-inspired community schools have centered on the
nutritional needs of the children and have provided a laboratory for classrooms to study biological sciences. Further, many farms
neighboring the schools have adopted the practices implemented on their learning plots.

While such stories abound on the African continent, given the complex and long-term nature of this sphere of endeavor, it would be
premature to state that signi!cant changes to production processes have resulted from these e#orts.  Nevertheless, an example from the
south Kivu region of Democratic Republic of the Congo gives us a glimpse of a community that demonstrates the power of collective will
to transform agricultural systems, grounded in spiritual principles and a systematic process of study, consultation, action, and re%ection.



RReeaacchhiinngg  tthhoouussaannddss::  iinniittiiaall  iinnssiigghhttss  ffrroomm  tthhee  KKiivvuu  rreeggiioonn,,  DDeemmooccrraattiicc  RReeppuubblliicc  ooff  tthhee  CCoonnggoo
Fondation Erfan-Connaissance, based in Bukavu, Democratic Republic of the Congo, has been o#ering its teacher-training program to
promote the establishment of community schools in the Kivu region since 2007.

Following nine years of activity in the area of primary education, in 2016 the organization began to incorporate the two agriculture units
of the PSA program in its teacher-training seminars, !rst o#ering them to its 31 facilitators and then to the 185 teachers whom they had
been accompanying.  "e organization hoped that the study of the units would help in three areas: to build the scienti!c capacities of the
teachers, to develop the capabilities needed to converse with families of their students about questions related to production and nutrition,
and to improve their production systems and increase their income, especially in villages where teachers are also farmers.  In schools with
su$cient resources and capacity, DHE plots would be established to grow food for the students and serve as a learning space for both the
students and the farming families in the community.

Soon after the !rst training seminar on the agriculture units, six schools established DHE plots, including one in the village of Canjavu in
south Kivu—a number that has since multiplied.  In the urban area of Goma in north Kivu, the teachers’ conversations with students and
their families led to the establishment of around 80 backyard gardens.  "e in%uence of the training teachers received also led to other
community agriculture initiatives, including a large seed bank project based in the Nshimbi village in south Kivu.  Now, more than 1,000
individuals are engaged in some form with the DHE plots and backyard gardens and another 1,500 have been reached through seed
distribution by the Nshimbi seed bank and dissemination of a number of technologies used in DHE plots among neighboring households,
especially in Canjavu.

BBaacckkyyaarrdd  ggaarrddeennss,,  GGoommaa
"e national primary curriculum of the Democratic Republic of the Congo contains basics of agricultural science. However, especially in
urban areas where the value given to agriculture is increasingly lost and farming is viewed as the work of the uneducated, it was common
for teachers of community schools to move quickly past lessons related to the topic.  Following the initial training on the two PSA
agriculture units in 2016, however, Fondation Erfan-Connaissance noticed a rise in appreciation for agriculture among the teachers in
Goma and an increase in their engagement with students about the subject.  Although it was di$cult for most schools there to establish
plots—Goma is a volcanic area and the size of land available to schools and households is very small—a few schools with su$cient
resources were able to begin cultivating crops, from which the students learned about the process of plant growth.



Students of a community school visiting their garden together with their teacher to learn about plant growth.

As a result of conversations about production in and outside the classroom, a number of students approached their parents to ask whether
they could plant some crops in their backyards.  "is e#ort was also supported by the teachers and program coordinators during their visits
to the households.  In most cases, the parents helped with obtaining the seeds, and the students began to take care of the crops.  Within a
period of around one year, some 80 backyard gardens had been established.  "e teachers regularly visited their students’ gardens and
witnessed not only the rise in their capacity to manage their garden but also greater evidence of qualities such as patience, determination,
and generosity.



A student with a backyard garden is describing his experience to visitors.

Gradually, the coordinators of the teacher-training program in Goma began to observe changes in the nature of interactions between
families in neighborhoods with backyard gardens.  Households began to exchange planting materials and share experience and advice.  In
one neighborhood, six families began to collaborate very closely in their production activities, growing medicinal plants as well as food
crops.

A mother describing her experience with growing medicinal plants in her backyard garden.



A student describing her experience with her backyard garden.

Further, as the work on gardens continued, the families were able to supplement their income by selling their produce in the local market. 
In response to the growing interest in urban farming, and to encourage more to engage in the process, two of the Bahá’í-inspired
community schools established seed banks, and one began to provide seedlings to !ve other community schools as well as a number of
teachers and community members.  Agriculture became an essential topic of conversation during parent-teacher meetings at schools, and
re%ection meetings focusing speci!cally on production emerged with an average participation of 120 individuals.





The seed bank in Blessings school distributing seeds and seedlings to teachers from other community
schools and neighbors.

CCoommmmuunniittyy  sseeeedd  bbaannkk,,  NNsshhiimmbbii  vviillllaaggee,,  SSoouutthh  KKiivvuu



CCoommmmuunniittyy  sseeeedd  bbaannkk,,  NNsshhiim

"e village of Nshimbi is a center of intense Bahá’í community building activity; there are approximately 250 residents who participate
regularly in devotional meetings, 280 children who attend Bahá’í children’s classes, around 140 participants in the junior youth spiritual
empowerment program, and about 90 engaged in study circles.  To respond to the academic needs of the children, a Bahá’í-inspired
community school was established in the village in 2016.

Bahá’í-inspired community school established in the village of Nshimbi in 2016.

After receiving training on the two PSA units on agriculture, one of the teachers, accompanied by the agronomist of the Foundation,
started a conversation with the village chief and community members about the need to diversify production systems and establish a local
seed bank. "e chief convened a meeting with the participation of over 500 individuals, and as a result of the consultation, the community
decided to allocate two plots with a total area of approximately 12,000 square meters for the production of seeds and cuttings of a large
variety of species.  Further, each family was encouraged to establish a vegetable garden to diversify locally available products.

As these e#orts gained momentum, the community approached a development organization promoting seed banks to help in the
construction of a small building for the bank; the community contributed bricks, sand, and labor, while the organization donated cement
and metal sheets. A structure of 35 square meters was thus constructed within a few weeks on a piece of land donated by the chief.  In
addition, the community put together an administrative arrangement to oversee the bank’s operations.

Among the 25 families that initially made up the bank’s membership, three committees were formed—a management committee to
organize meetings and handle the bank’s records, a monitoring committee to distribute the seeds and help members of the community
with aspects of cultivation so that they could meet their commitments to the bank, and an advisory committee, of which the village chief
would be a member, to protect the initiative from moving in undesirable directions. Further, a number of solidarity groups emerged
around the bank focusing on the sale of the agricultural products, on animal husbandry, and on adult literacy.  "e families would obtain a
certain amount of seeds as a loan and would return it with an interest rate that di#ered from crop to crop; for maize, for instance, the
farmer was to return 1.5 kilograms of seed for every kilogram borrowed.  Within one year, the number of families who were members of
this committee increased from 25 to 200, joining from eight neighboring communities.

In a recent re%ection meeting, a mother commented that the seed bank was addressing the problem of malnutrition in the village, as
families had been planting monoculture systems before its establishment, which limited the number of crops available for household
consumption.  It was also observed that the participation of women in community consultations has increased.  Further, 60 of the 200
families have entered into animal husbandry from the pro!t they have made by diversifying their products.

MMuullttiipplliiccaattiioonn  ooff  DDHHEE  pplloottss  aanndd  sseeccoonnddaarryy  pprroodduuccttiioonn,,  CCaannjjaavvuu  vviillllaaggee,,  SSoouutthh  KKiivvuu
"e village of Canjavu is located around 45 minutes west of Bukavu, the capital of the South Kivu province. It has a population of



approximately 3,900 divided into around 500 households.  As of April 2020, a large percentage of the population in the village was
engaged in more than 600 community-building activities inspired by the teachings of the Bahá’í Faith, including 468 devotional meetings,
40 Bahá’í children’s classes, 50 junior youth groups and 42 study circles.  "ese activities assist the community members to develop their
spiritual and intellectual capacities and provide social spaces for meaningful conversations. "is has, in turn, led to a systematic process of
study, consultation, action, and re%ection over ways in which they can advance the various processes of community life, including
education, health and agriculture.

Training on PSA agriculture units, Canjavu

"e Bahá’í-inspired community school serving the village, Ecole Communautaire Muzusangabo, was established in 2011; currently 105
students attend kindergarten through grade 6.  During 2016 and 2017, the school’s teachers as well as 45 farmers from the village and
three nearby localities participated in training o#ered by Fondation Erfan-Connaissance.  "e training led to the establishment of a DHE
plot connected to the school to meet the nutritional needs of the students and serve as a source of income for the school, as well as DHE
systems on the farms of those participating in the study.  In 2019, the participants decided to each accompany three households that had
shown interest in establishing diverse systems on their own plots, leading to the establishment of around 100 DHE plots in the village. As
a result, during the Covid-19 pandemic, one village resident stated:

During this health crisis, we are not afraid of running out of food because while we are planting, we are also
enjoying the harvest of our previous cultivation.  In addition, with the closure of schools, our junior youth… prepare
their small plots to help their families.  They cultivate amaranth whose leaves are excellent for health.

Technical assistance from a local Bahá’í-inspired organization allowed the community to expand the scope of its production activities.  In
addition to food crops addressing dietary needs, they began to cultivate beetroots as a cash crop in order to produce and sell juice.  "e
funds generated from the sale enabled them to purchase school supplies and to address other community needs.  "ey obtained blenders to
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simplify the juice-making process and a basic milling machine to grind their own %our, producing donuts that have become popular in
neighboring towns and villages.

Beyond the increased capacity of the community to engage in collective income-generating projects, a notable outcome of the action-
research process has been a rise in the farmers’ scienti!c and technological capacities.  "e spiritual qualities and the scienti!c capacities
developed by the group, and the resulting rise in their production, have attracted the interest of other households in the village.  While
DHE systems are running in 100 households, almost all 500 households participate in the village re%ection meetings on agriculture,
encouraged by the chief.
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"e story of Canjavu has been spreading within the region.  "ey have received students from nearby universities who wish to learn about
their systems, and a member of the community actively engaged in the plot was asked by the representative of a regional agricultural
cooperative to visit di#erent communities with her and share the group’s experience and learning.   "e director of the Bahá’í-inspired
school in the village has commented:

The spirit of unity in the village of Canjavu attracts neighboring villages which also want to learn.  People see how
present evils are overwhelming humanity.  They feel that it is time to join any human enterprise that seeks to act in
the Light of Unity! 13

Future prospects
At the time of writing this article, humanity is experiencing a worldwide pandemic that has not only already caused the loss of hundreds
of thousands of souls, but have put the livelihoods of millions more into great jeopardy.  Africa has not been immune, and the prospect of
famines continue to threaten the continent as they do the rest of the world.  Restrictions on movement that have reduced the exchange of
products between regions and countries have made it ever-more urgent for each and every community to think deeply about the question
of food, and communities are questioning the path that have led them towards dependency.

“Be anxiously concerned with the needs of the age ye live in,” are the words of Bahá’u’lláh, “and center your deliberations on its exigencies
and requirements” .  “For all beings are linked together like a chain;” says Abdu’l-Bahá, “and mutual aid, assistance, and interaction are
among their intrinsic properties and are the cause of their formation, development, and growth.”   Can neighborhoods and villages be
assisted to consult prayerfully together to determine ways in which they can produce and market their staple foods in collaboration with
each other?  What would it take for each household in cities and villages to grow food with whatever resources are available to them? Can
current systems focusing entirely on cash crops for export be transformed into systems that would also meet the nutritional needs of
thousands of a country’s residents? Can the youth of each community, many of whom have thus far chosen to move away from agriculture
and rural areas, seeking the promise of a better life in overcrowded urban settings—a promise that very often leads to disappointment—be
encouraged and assisted to channel their energies and focus towards advancing agriculture? How can e#orts build on the spirit of service
that is characterizing an increasing number of communities that have been in touch with the Creative Word? "ese are the types of
questions that are currently being explored by Bahá’í-inspired organizations engaged in agriculture in Africa as they recall the words of
Abdu’l-Bahá that the “fundamental basis of the community is agriculture… All must be producers”. 
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